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A B S T R A C T

Purpose
Blockade of the programmed death-1 inhibitory cell-surface molecule on immune cells using the
fully human immunoglobulin G4 antibody nivolumab mediates tumor regression in a portion of
patients with advanced treatment-refractory solid tumors. We report clinical activity, survival, and
long-term safety in patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma (RCC) treated with nivolumab in a
phase I study with expansion cohorts.

Patients and Methods
A total of 34 patients with previously treated advanced RCC, enrolled between 2008 and 2012, received
intravenous nivolumab (1 or 10 mg/kg) in an outpatient setting once every two weeks for up to 96 weeks
and were observed for survival and duration of response after treatment discontinuation.

Results
Ten patients (29%) achieved objective responses (according to RECIST [version 1.0]), with median
response duration of 12.9 months; nine additional patients (27%) demonstrated stable disease lasting � 24
weeks. Three of five patients who stopped treatment while in response continued to respond for � 45
weeks. Median overall survival in all patients (71% with two to five prior systemic therapies) was 22.4
months; 1-, 2-, and 3-year survival rates were 71%, 48%, and 44%, respectively. Grade 3 to 4
treatment-related adverse events occurred in 18% of patients; all were reversible.

Conclusion
Patients with advanced treatment-refractory RCC treated with nivolumab demonstrated durable
responses that in some responders persisted after drug discontinuation. Overall survival is
encouraging, and toxicities were generally manageable. Ongoing randomized clinical trials will
further assess the impact of nivolumab on overall survival in patients with advanced RCC.

J Clin Oncol 33:2013-2020. © 2015 by American Society of Clinical Oncology

INTRODUCTION

An improved understanding of renal cell carcinoma
(RCC) biology has led to major advances in the
treatment of patients with metastatic disease.1-4 Al-
though agents that target the vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) and mammalian target of
rapamycin (mTOR) pathways prolong progression-
free and likely overall survival, resistance invariably
develops, often within the first year of therapy.1 For
two decades, the clinical experience with high-dose
interleukin-2 (IL-2) has provided proof of principle
that immunotherapy can produce durable post-
treatment responses in a small percentage of patients

with RCC.5 However, the toxicity and limited effi-
cacy of high-dose IL-2 have restricted its application.
Developing agents that can induce a high propor-
tion of durable tumor responses with acceptable
toxicity profiles remains an unmet need for this pa-
tient population.

The inhibitory mechanisms that govern the in-
teraction between an evolving tumor and the host
immune response provide one explanation for
why immunotherapies frequently fail to produce
clinically relevant responses. A critical regulator of
tumor-induced immune suppression is the pro-
grammed death-1 (PD-1) pathway.6 Many human
solidtumors, including a proportion of RCC, express
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programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1; B7-H1), one of two ligands for
PD-1.7 PD-L1 expression may be either constitutive, as a consequence
of activation of an oncogenic pathway, or induced, as a consequence of
infiltrating immune cell production of interferons.8,9 PD-1 engage-
ment by its ligands (eg, PD-L1, PD-L2) inhibits T-cell proliferation,
cytokine production, cytolytic function, and survival.10 Tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes typically express PD-1 and have impaired
antitumor functionality in situ.11,12 PD-L1 expression on kidney tu-

mor cells has been associated with higher tumor grade and worse
prognosis, highlighting the potential clinical impact of this interac-
tion.7 Phase I trials have been initiated with several monoclonal anti-
bodies that block the binding of PD-1 to its ligands in an effort to
restore immune function at the tumor site and induce antitumor
activity without the significant toxicity associated with systemic cyto-
kine administration.13-16

Nivolumab is a fully human immunoglobulin G4 PD-1 immune
checkpoint–blocking antibody that specifically binds to PD-1 and
disrupts negative signaling to restore T-cell antitumor function.17-19

In a first-in-human, dose-escalation safety trial, nivolumab was asso-
ciated with clinical activity and a favorable safety profile in patients
with several advanced solid tumors, including RCC.20 Further explo-
ration of nivolumab in a multidose phase I study (ClinicalTrials.gov
No. NCT00730639) showed objective tumor regressions in patients
with advanced treatment-refractory melanoma (32%), non–small-
cell lung cancer (17%), or RCC (29%).14

Here, we report the clinical activity, overall survival outcome, and
long-term safety profile in patients with advanced RCC receiving niv-
olumab, with a minimum of 78 weeks since treatment initiation, some of
whom completed the entire planned 96-week treatment course.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study Design

This dose-escalation, cohort-expansion study evaluated the safety and
antitumor activity of nivolumab in patients with RCC, melanoma, non–small-
cell lung cancer, colorectal cancer, and castration-resistant prostate cancer.
The study design and methods, including protocol, amendments, and detailed
statistical analysis plan, were previously published.14 This study was approved
by local institutional review boards, and all patients or their legal representa-
tives provided written informed consent before enrollment. Nivolumab was
administered intravenously once every 2 weeks in an outpatient setting in 8-week
treatment cycles, at 1, 3, or 10 mg/kg during the dose-escalation phase. The RCC
population was treated with nivolumab 10 mg/kg in an initial expansion cohort,
followed by a subsequent expansion cohort at 1 mg/kg. On the basis of observed
objective responses, the protocol was further amended (January 23, 2012) to
include the overall survival of patients as an exploratory end point.

Tumors were assessed radiographically after each 8-week treatment cy-
cle. Treatment continued up to 96 weeks (12 cycles) or until patients experi-
enced confirmed complete response, unacceptable toxicity, or progressive

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of All Treated Patients With RCC (N � 34)

Characteristic No. %

Age, years
Median 58
Range 35-74

Sex
Male 26 76
Female 8 24

ECOG performance status�

0 17 50
1 17 50

No. of prior treatment regimens
1 10 29
2 9 27
3 6 18
� 4 9 27

Prior therapy
Surgery 32 94
Antiangiogenic agent 24 71
Hormonal, immunologic, or biologic 24 71
Chemotherapy 19 56
mTOR inhibitor 11 32
Radiotherapy 10 29

Lesions at baseline
Bone 10 29
Liver 9 27
Lung 30 88
Lymph node 28 82
Any visceral site 30 88

Abbreviations: ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; mTOR, mam-
malian target of rapamycin; RCC, renal cell carcinoma.

�Criteria as described in report by Oken et al.25

Table 2. Clinical Activity of Nivolumab in Patients With RCC

Dose
(mg/kg)

Objective
Response

Rate�

Duration of
Response
(months)†

Stable Disease (weeks)

PFS (months) OS (months)
� 24 � 48

No. of
Patients % 95% CI Median

Individual
Durations

No. of
Patients % 95% CI

No. of
Patients % 95% CI Median 95% CI Median 95% CI

Both
doses

10 of 34 29.4 15.1 to 47.5 12.9 8.4, 9.2, 11.4, 11.4�,
12, 13, 13, 17.5�,
26.9�, 29.1�

9 of 34 26.5 12.9 to 44.4 2 of 34 5.9 0.7 to 19.7 7.3 3.6 to 10.9 22.4 12.5 to NE

1 5 of 18 27.8 9.7 to 53.5 12.9 9.2, 11.4, 11.4�, 13,
17.5�

4 of 18 22.2 6.4 to 47.6 1 of 18 5.6 0.1 to 27.3 4.7 1.9 to 10.9 29.3 11.5 to NE

10 5 of 16 31.3 11.0 to 58.7 12.9 8.4, 12, 13, 26.9�,
29.1�

5 of 16 31.3 11.0 to 58.7 1 of 16 6.3 0.2 to 30.2 8.0 1.7 to 14.0 18.8 11.4 to NE

Abbreviations: CR, complete response; NE, not estimable; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; PR, partial response; RCC, renal cell carcinoma.
�Objective response rates were calculated based on confirmed responses: ([CR � PR]/ No.) � 100. CIs were calculated using Clopper-Pearson method. Individual

patient responses were adjudicated per RECIST (version 1.0) with modification. One CR was noted (in 10-mg/kg cohort).
†Kaplan-Meier estimate; time from first response to time of documented progression, death, or (for censored data denoted by �) time to last tumor assessment.
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disease or withdrew consent. In clinically stable patients, treatment could
continue beyond initial disease progression pending subsequent confirmation
of progression, consistent with proposed immune response criteria.21 Patients
with stable disease or an ongoing objective response (complete or partial) at
the end of treatment were observed for up to 1 year and were offered the option
of re-treatment for 1 additional year if disease progressed.

Clinical and laboratory safety assessments were conducted in all treated
patients at regular intervals during therapy and up to 70 days after last drug
administration. Adverse event severity was graded based on the National
Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (version
3.0).22 Immune-mediated adverse events with potential immunologic etiologies
that might require more frequent monitoring or possible intervention with im-
mune suppression or hormone replacement therapies were identified based on a
prespecified list of Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities terms.

Participants

Eligibility criteria have been previously described.14 Patients had received
at least one, but not more than five, prior systemic cancer therapies. Those with
a history of autoimmune disease, prior therapy with T-cell modulating anti-
bodies (eg, anti–PD-1, anti–PD-L1, anticytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated
antigen 4 [CTLA-4]), conditions requiring immunosuppression, or chronic
infections were excluded.

Statistical Analyses

Tumor measurements were collected by investigators, and individual
best responses were centrally assessed by the sponsor per modified RECIST
(version 1.0) criteria.23 Objective response and stable disease rates were esti-
mated with CIs using the Clopper-Pearson method.24 Time-to-event end
points, including progression-free survival, overall survival, survival rates, and
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Fig 1. Characteristics of tumor regression in patients with renal cell carcinoma receiving nivolumab therapy. (A) Maximum reduction or minimum increase in sum
of target lesion measurements compared with baseline in all treated patients with on-treatment tumor measurements (n � 32). Bar colors indicate nivolumab dose
cohorts 1 or 10 mg/kg. Graph shows best individual change during study. Tumors were assessed after each cycle per RECIST (version 1.0) guidelines. Baseline tumor
measurements were standardized to zero, and tumor burden was measured as sum of longest diameters of target lesions. Horizontal line at 20% indicates threshold
for defining progressive disease according to RECIST; horizontal line at �30% indicates threshold for defining objective response (partial tumor regression) in absence
of new lesions or nontarget disease progression according to RECIST. Objective responses were observed at both dose levels (1 and 10 mg/kg). Unconventional
response patterns that did not meet RECIST criteria (eg, persistent reduction in target lesions in presence of new lesions, regression after initial progression) were
observed in three patients (9%; indicated by asterisks). Response kinetics in patients receiving nivolumab (B) 1 or (C) 10 mg/kg. Baseline tumor measurements were
standardized to zero. Tumor burden was measured as sum of longest diameters of target lesions. (B) Asterisk indicates off-scale value of 144%. Gold triangles indicate
first occurrence of new lesion. (B, C) Vertical line at 96 weeks demonstrates maximum duration of planned continuous nivolumab therapy; horizontal line at �30%
marks threshold for defining objective response (partial tumor regression) according to RECIST, and horizontal line at �20% indicates the threshold for defining
progressive disease. Blue curves indicate unconventional immune-related response patterns that did not meet RECIST criteria in (B) one patient at 1-mg/kg dose and
(C) two patients at 10-mg/kg dose. Objective responses, unconventional responses, and stable disease persisted after treatment discontinuation in some patients.
According to RECIST criteria, 56% of patients (19 of 34) achieved objective response or disease stabilization exceeding 24 weeks (Table 2). (D) Durability of tumor
regressions. Ten (29%) of 34 patients had objective tumor regressions, including five (28%) of 18 patients receiving nivolumab 1 mg/kg and five (31%) of 16 patients
receiving 10 mg/kg. Blue bars indicate time to and duration of response during treatment; gold bars indicate response duration after treatment discontinuation; open
circles indicate first evidence of objective response; arrows indicate ongoing response at time of analysis. Vertical line at 96 weeks indicates maximum duration of
planned continuous nivolumab therapy. Reasons for treatment discontinuation with ongoing response included investigator-assessed complete response, attainment
of maximum treatment duration, adverse events, investigator discretion, and withdrawal of patient consent.
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response duration, were estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method, with CIs
for the medians based on the Brookmeyer-Crowley method and CIs for overall
and progression-free survival rates based on the Greenwood formula. Survival
data were collected retrospectively. Adverse events were coded using Medical
Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (version 15.1). Efficacy analyses, including
overall survival results for all patients, are reported as of September 2013.
Baseline characteristics and adverse events are reported as of March 2013.

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics

Thirty-four patients with advanced RCC began treatment with
nivolumab (1 mg/kg, n � 18; 10 mg/kg, n � 16) from November 2008
through January 2012. Baseline characteristics of these patients are
listed in Table 1. Of note, 71% had received at least two prior systemic
treatments for RCC; 71% had received antiangiogenic therapy; 71%
had received immunologic, biologic, or hormone therapy; 32% had
received an mTOR inhibitor; and 88% had a visceral metastatic lesion
at baseline. The median duration of survival follow-up at the time of
analysis was 45.2 months (range, 25.9 to 57.9 months).

Response Rate, Duration of Response, Stable Disease,

and Tumor Kinetics

Objective responses (per RECIST) were observed in 29% of pa-
tients (10 of 34), with responses seen at both nivolumab doses tested;
an additional 27% of patients (nine of 34) experienced stable disease
lasting for at least 24 weeks (Table 2). Three additional patients (9%)
experienced unconventional immune-related responses that did not
fit RECIST criteria (eg, persistent reduction in target lesions in pres-
ence of new lesions or regression after initial progression; Figs 1A to
1C).21 Overall, 20 (63%) of 32 patients demonstrated some degree of
tumor shrinkage (from 1% to 100%; Fig 1A).

The maximum change in the sum of target lesion dimensions
from baseline is shown in Figure 1A, and tumor kinetics for both doses
are shown in Figures 1B and 1C, respectively. In the 10 objective
responders, the median duration of response was 12.9 months (range,
8.4 to 29.1�months). Four (40%) of 10 responses were ongoing at the
time of data analysis (Fig 1D), including three that persisted for ap-
proximately 1 year after treatment discontinuation. Some of these
responses occurred rapidly, with four of the 10 responding patients
achieving an objective response at the first radiographic assessment, 8
weeks after starting treatment (Figs 1B to 1D). The majority (70%) of
responding patients demonstrated a response by the second assess-
ment (16 weeks; Fig 1D), with a typical median time to response of 16
weeks (range, 8 to 48 weeks). Four of five patients who discontinued
therapy for reasons other than disease progression were observed after
treatment discontinuation. In these four patients, responses lasted an
additional 19, 45�, 51�, and 59� weeks after discontinuation. Tu-
mor regression was observed at various anatomic sites, including
lymph nodes, bone, and visceral lesions, and in primary as well as
metastatic lesions (Fig 2).

Unconventional immune-related response patterns that did not
meet RECIST criteria were observed in an additional three patients
(9%); one received nivolumab at 1 mg/kg, and two at 10 mg/kg (Figs
1B and 1C). Unconventional responders were not included in calcu-
lations of objective response rate. Overall survival for the unconven-
tional responders was 26.1� at the 1-mg/kg dose and 11.6 and 43
months, respectively, at the 10-mg/kg dose.

Overall and Progression-Free Survival

On the basis of preliminary findings of durable responses in
patients with RCC treated with nivolumab,14 an analysis of overall
survival was performed. All patients initiated treatment at least 18
months before analysis. Median overall survival was 22.4 months

23 monthsPretreatment

LR

A

PP cmcm

62.9mm

4 months CA B

Fig 2. Computed tomography scans showing partial response in primary tumor of metastatic renal cell carcinoma in patient treated with nivolumab; 48-year-old
patient with low-volume but poorly differentiated disease who developed progressive disease after sunitinib, sorafenib, and thoracic surgery achieved partial response
in primary tumor (indicated by arrows) after treatment with nivolumab 1 mg/kg. Treatment was held after three cycles, and response continued for 3 years after therapy.
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(Table 2; Fig 3A). One-, 2-, and 3-year survival rates were 71%, 48%,
and 44%, respectively (Fig 3A). Median progression-free survival was
7.3 months, with 1- and 2-year progression-free survival rates of 35%
and 12%, respectively (Table 2; Fig 3B).

Safety

A maximum-tolerated dose was not defined up to the maximum
planned dose of 10 mg/kg. With extended observation since our initial
report26 (range of time receiving treatment, 4 to 100 weeks), the
spectrum and severity of treatment-related adverse events remained
stable. Treatment-related adverse events of any grade were observed in
29 (85%) of 34 patients, the most common being fatigue (14 [41%] of
34), rash (nine [27%] of 34), diarrhea (six [18%] of 34), and pruritus
(six [18%] of 34; Table 3). Six (18%) of 34 patients experienced grade
3 to 4 treatment-related adverse events. In the total treated patient

population across all tumor types (N � 306), grade 3 to 4 drug-related
adverse events occurred in 52 patients (17%).27

Treatment-related immune-mediated adverse events, with po-
tential immune-related causality (previously identified as adverse
events of special interest14), of any grade were observed in 19 (56%) of
34 patients; the most common were rash (nine [27%] of 34), pruritus
and diarrhea (six [18%] of 34 each), increased ALT (four [12%] of 34),
and hypothyroidism (three [9%] of 34). Grade 3 to 4 treatment-
related immune-mediated events were seen in three (9%) of 34 pa-
tients and included pruritus, macular rash, increased ALT, and acute
respiratory failure (occurring in one patient each [2.9%]). Seven
(21%) of 34 patients required management of immune-mediated
adverse events with systemic glucocorticoids and/or other immuno-
suppressive agents; two (29%) of the seven patients resumed niv-
olumab therapy within 15 days of occurrence of the treatment-related
adverse event, whereas the remaining patients discontinued therapy.
Only one responder received systemic corticosteroids because of a
drug-related adverse event, and this occurred long after the onset of
response. One of the 34 patients with RCC experienced treatment-
related pneumonitis (grade � 2). No incidences of grade 3 to 4
treatment-related pneumonitis or treatment-related deaths resulting
from any cause were observed in patients with RCC. In the total study
population (N � 306), five patients (1%) had treatment-related grade
� 3 pneumonitis; four of these cases were fatal (three patients with
non–small-cell lung cancer; one patient with colorectal cancer).27 No
grade 3 to 4 treatment-related adverse events were documented within
the protocol-specified observation period (100 days from last dose).
One patient did develop grade 2 adrenal insufficiency 43 days after the
last dose of nivolumab. This adverse event was treated with hormone-
replacement therapy and resolved after 50 days.

DISCUSSION

Phase I trials of antibodies that block the PD-1/PD-L1 interaction in
patients with solid tumors, including RCC, have reported encourag-
ing preliminary safety and efficacy results.13-16 The prolonged
follow-up period of our study (median, 45 months) enables the first
evaluation to our knowledge of the potential impact of an anti–PD-1
antibody on tumor regression, response maintenance after treatment
discontinuation, survival outcome, and treatment-associated toxicity
in patients who initiated therapy at least 1 year earlier.

In this pretreated population of patients with RCC, among
whom 44% received � three prior therapies and 71% received prior
antiangiogenic therapy, 29% experienced a confirmed objective re-
sponse by RECIST criteria, 27% experienced stable disease lasting �
24 weeks, and an additional 9% developed unconventional immune-
related responses. Thus, the majority of patients may have received
benefit from therapy. Among the 10 patients with objective responses,
the median response duration was 12.9 months (based on Kaplan-
Meier method). Patient characteristics were similar for responding
and nonresponding patients. Overall, median progression-free sur-
vival was 7.3 months. These data are comparable to standard therapies
used in the VEGF receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) –resistant
setting. Results in patients with melanoma treated with the anti–
CTLA-4 antibody ipilimumab have shown that tumor response to-
gether with a significant proportion of patients achieving prolonged
stable disease and/or unconventional immune responses translates
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Fig 3. Efficacy outcomes in patients with renal cell carcinoma (RCC) receiving
nivolumab. Kaplan-Meier curves of (A) overall and (B) progression-free survival in
34 nivolumab-treated patients with RCC. Analysis includes patients from both 1-
and 10-mg/kg dose cohorts. (A) Patients with RCC had 1-, 2-, and 3-year overall
survival rates of 71%, 48%, and 44%, respectively; median overall survival was
22.4 months. (B) Progression-free survival rates were 35% and 12% at 1 and 2
years, respectively; median was 7.3 months. Open circles indicate censored
events, defined for overall survival as time to last known date alive before date
of data analysis for patients without death, and defined for progression-free
survival as time to last tumor assessment before date of data analysis for patients
without disease progression or death. NE, not estimable.
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into a benefit in overall survival, so it is possible that there may be a
clinical benefit with nivolumab in RCC that exceeds the effects on
progression-free survival and tumor response noted in our study.28

Although VEGF or mTOR pathway inhibitors require continued
treatment to maintain clinical benefit, a subset of patients in this
nivolumab-treated population maintained their response status after
discontinuation of PD-1 pathway blockade. Figure 1D depicts three
responding patients who did not experience progression 45 weeks
after stopping treatment. Further follow-up will be required to deter-
mine if this benefit remains durable, similar to the long-term survival
outcomes seen after high-dose IL-2 therapy in patients with RCC5 or
CTLA-4 blockade in patients with melanoma.28

These survival data for patients with RCC treated with niv-
olumab are comparable to results obtained with US Food and Drug
Administration–approved agents when studied in similar treatment-
refractory populations with advanced unresectable disease (VEGF
receptor TKI–resistant patients). Overall survival rates in patients
treated with nivolumab were 71%, 48%, and 44% at 1, 2, and 3 years,
respectively, with median overall survival of 22.4 months. Although
patient selection and improved poststudy therapeutic options may
have played a role in this outcome, these results are consistent with the
notion that PD-1 blockade may have a favorable impact on survival in
this patient population and support ongoing studies in RCC. In recent
years, standard approaches (VEGF or mTOR inhibition) have been

Table 3. Treatment-Related AEs by Dose Level Occurring in � 3% of All Treated Patients With RCC

AE

Nivolumab Dose (mg/kg)

Total (N � 34)1 (n � 18) 10 (n � 16)

All Grade Grade 3 to 4 All Grade Grade 3 to 4 All Grade Grade 3 to 4

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Any� 15 83.3 2 11.1 14 87.5 2 25.0 29 85.3 6 17.6
General disorders

Fatigue 6 33.3 0 0.0 8 50.0 0 0.0 14 41.2 0 0.0
Pyrexia 2 11.1 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 3 8.8 0 0.0
Chills 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 12.5 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0
Influenza-like illness 2 11.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0
Thirst 1 5.6 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0

Skin and cutaneous tissue disorders
Rash 7 38.9 0 0.0 2 12.5 0 0.0 9 26.5 0 0.0
Pruritus 4 22.2 0 0.0 2 12.5 1 6.3 6 17.6 1 2.9
Dry skin 3 16.7 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 4 11.8 0 0.0

GI disorders
Diarrhea 5 27.8 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 6 17.6 0 0.0
Abdominal pain 2 11.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0
Dry mouth 1 5.6 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0
Nausea 1 5.6 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0

Investigations
ALT increased 2 11.1 0 0.0 2 12.5 1 6.3 4 11.8 0 0.0
AST increased 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 12.5 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0
Blood alkaline phosphatase increased 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 12.5 1 6.3 2 5.9 1 2.9
Blood thyroid-stimulating hormone increased 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 12.5 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0
Hemoglobin decreased 1 5.6 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0
Weight decreased 1 5.6 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0

Metabolism and nutrition disorders
Decreased appetite 3 16.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 8.8 0 0.0
Hyperuricemia 3 16.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 8.8 0 0.0
Hypophosphatemia 1 5.6 0 0.0 2 12.5 2 12.5 3 8.8 2 5.9

Musculoskeletal disorders
Arthralgia 2 11.1 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 3 8.8 0 0.0
Pain in extremity 1 5.6 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0

Nervous system disorders
Dysgeusia 1 5.6 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0
Headache 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 12.5 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0
Neuropathy peripheral 1 5.6 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0

Respiratory
Dyspnea 3 16.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 8.8 0 0.0
Allergic rhinitis 1 5.6 0 0.0 1 6.3 0 0.0 2 5.9 0 0.0

Endocrine disorders
Hypothyroidism 3 16.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 8.8 0 0.0

Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; RCC, renal cell carcinoma.
�Nos. reported within column may not add up to total No. reported in Any AE because patients who had � one AE were counted for each event but were counted

only once for Any AE, and data for only those events reported in � 3% of treated patient population are listed in this table.
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studied in similar patient populations. For example, in a phase III trial
enrolling patients with RCC whose disease progressed after VEGF
receptor TKI therapy, everolimus was compared with placebo; me-
dian overall survival in that study was 14.8 versus 14.4 months, respec-
tively.29,30 A phase III trial comparing sorafenib with temsirolimus in
a sunitinib-refractory kidney cancer population yielded median over-
all survival of 16.6 and 12.3 months, respectively.31 In a phase III trial
comparing axitinib with sorafenib as second-line treatment in patients
with RCC, axitinib demonstrated median overall survival of 20.1
months.32 A potentially pivotal, randomized phase III trial is currently
under way to prospectively compare overall survival in patients
with RCC treated with either nivolumab or everolimus who had
experienced progression during prior antiangiogenic therapy
(ClinicalTrials.gov No. NCT01668784).

In the total treated patient population, across all tumor types
(N�306), grade 3 to 4 drug-related adverse events occurred in 17% of
patients, but discontinuation of treatment as a result of drug-related
adverse events occurred in only 5% of patients. All-grade and grade 3
to 4 treatment-related pneumonitis occurred in 4% (12 of 306) and
1% (four of 306) of patients, respectively. No drug-related deaths
occurred in patients with RCC; however, four drug-related deaths
occurred as a result of pneumonitis in patients with other disease types
(three with non–small-cell lung cancer; one with colorectal cancer).27

In the RCC population, the safety profile was similar to that of the total
treatment population, with grade 3 to 4 drug-related adverse events
occurring in 18% of patients and no treatment-related deaths. Because
the numbers of grade 3 to 4 treatment-related adverse events observed
in the RCC cohort were few, a formal time-to-event analysis was not
performed. However, it should be noted that in the melanoma cohort
of this study (n � 107), the highest adverse event rate was observed
within the first 6 months of treatment.33

Common toxicities were consistent with immune-related mech-
anisms and included fatigue, rash, diarrhea, and endocrinopathies.
High-grade toxicities were generally manageable in an outpatient set-
ting using protocol-specific algorithms involving the use of glucocor-
ticoids and/or drug discontinuation. This favorable toxicity profile
should facilitate the exploration of PD-1 antibody–based combina-
tion and adjuvant regimens. Only one responder in the RCC cohort
received glucocorticoid treatment for a drug-related adverse
event, which occurred long after response. Future studies will
assess the potential impact and efficacy of glucocorticoid use in ad-
verse event management.

Although the early results seen with PD-1 pathway–blocking
antibodies in patients with RCC have been encouraging, translational
research efforts will be essential to optimize this approach. Impor-
tantly, the significant heterogeneity seen in kidney cancers may make
the development of predictive biomarkers challenging.34 For example,
preliminary correlative studies have demonstrated that although tu-
mor PD-L1 expression by immunohistochemistry may increase the
likelihood of benefit with anti–PD-1, it fails to identify all respond-

ers.14,15,35,36 A more comprehensive understanding of why some pa-
tients with PD-L1–negative tumors respond to PD-1 pathway
blockade, while many with PD-L1–positive tumors fail to do so, will be
critical to improving patient selection and developing anti–PD-1–
based combination strategies for RCC.

The impressive clinical impact of concurrent inhibition of
both CTLA-4 and PD-1 recently reported in patients with mela-
noma37 has led to the exploration of combination immunotherapy
approaches in other solid tumors, including RCC (ClinicalTrials.gov
No. NCT01472081). In the melanoma trial,37 responses to com-
bined checkpoint blockade were seen with equal frequency in
PD-L1–positive and –negative tumors, suggesting that the addition of
anti–CTLA-4 may alter factors in the tumor microenvironment,
possibly rendering PD-L1–negative tumors more susceptible to
anti–PD-1 blockade.35 A trial comparing clinical activity of the
combination of nivolumab and ipilimumab with standard TKI ther-
apy in advanced RCC has been initiated (ClinicalTrials.gov No.
NCT01472081). Indeed, it is possible that treatment with PD-1 path-
way–blocking agents in the treatment-naive setting may yield even
better results and obviate the need for subsequent lines of therapy.

Although the advent of VEGF and mTOR pathway–targeted
therapies (eg, sorafenib, sunitinib, and everolimus) have significantly
improved outcomes for patients with RCC, disease progression is
inevitable, and therapy must be continued to maintain efficacy, lead-
ing to continued toxicities.38 The results of our study suggest that
nivolumab can be administered safely in an outpatient setting to
pretreated patients with RCC and demonstrate durable clinical activ-
ity. Blockade of the PD-1 pathway may represent an important new
target for RCC therapy.16 Efforts to rationally refine this approach
with biomarker, combination, and clinical registration trials of niv-
olumab in patients with RCC are under way.
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